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“We Believe that the greatest gift you can 

give your family and the world is a healthy” 

you. 
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1. OBJECTIVES  

Health Centre in Amet University is dedicated to high quality health care 

providing for cadets, students, staffs of all departments and all other members. 

Healthcare Centre is having medical faculties with one doctor, and one nurse 

providing a primary level of care in the morning session and another doctor 

from Chettinad hospital for residential cadets. We are here to listen and offer 

guidance on a variety of personal and social issues. 

 

SCOPE: 

 

       In the future we look forward in bringing some medical equipment’s like 

nebulizer for better service. For protecting from covid-19 Wave, washing hands 

frequently, social distancing and wearing face mask correctly, following other 

hygiene procedures, taking nutritious immune boosters diet should be practiced 

mandatorily by all the cadets and staffs. 

2. PROFILE:  

Provide care for acute illness or injuries as an outpatient basis while also 

meeting the needs of students with continue chronic illness, providing Wellness 

education to the cadets. 
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3. FACILITIES:  

 

3.1. Round the Clock Health Centre & Ambulance:  

                          In case of Emergency due to major injuries or major Ailment’s 

cadets are referred to Chettinad Hospital immediately. Concerned Warden 

should be accompanying the cadet in the ambulance for the management after 

giving first aid. 
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3.2. Ward for In-Patient observation  

 (Separate Sick Bay for Boys & Girls):  

We have sick bed for girls and boys separately. They will be taken care 

separately and been will be having separate in charge Doctors for them. Boys 

will have (Sick Bay Men) and girls will have (Sick Bay girls) 

 

Sick bay for Boys 

 

Sick bay for Girls 
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3.3. Medical Dispensary:  

          Here we have all the necessary and essential medicine needed for all 

cadets, students and staffs.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Medical waste disposal unit: 
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       For Bio-medical waste we are using different color code waste bins. They 

are kept separately and been taken care accordingly. 

 

 

4. AMET DOCTOR / STAFF NURSE PARTICULARS: 

Healthcare Centre is having medical faculties with one doctor, and one 

nurse providing a primary level of care in the morning session and another 

doctor from Chettinad hospital for residential cadets.  

1. Dr.Vijayalakshmi.R Medical Officer 

2. Ms. Manonmani.V. Staff Nurse 
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8. COVID PERIODS PROCEDURES: 

 During COVID-19 period, During 2020 after checking the certificate for 

COVID-19, SPO 2, temperature for all cadets in the entrance itself. Then only 

cadets are allowed to enter the campus. We monitored temperature three times 

daily, SP02 for all cadets and provided nutritional immune booster diet, and 

kapa sura kudineer given weekly for all cadets. Cadets who had mild Symptoms 

of flu are recommended for isolation.     

Covid Protocol 
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Covid Protocol  

 


